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About This Game

Official selection of Sundance Film Festival New Frontier and Kaleidoscope Showcase Vol. 2!

Experience candy-colored psychedelic sound rippling through a fractal crystal universe. Crystal Vibes is a VR music synesthesia
demo that utilizes the cutting edge of spatial 3D audio and sound visualization that maps sound and light based on the science of

the human senses, to push the frontiers of technology-mediated sensory experience in virtual reality. With the project's
predecessor described as “transcendent” and “like traveling through a psychedelic kaleidoscope” (Forbes 2016), this piece ups

the ante with music from producer Ott.

Crystal Vibes was produced out of research into the possibilities for multi-crossed-sensory virtual reality experience, including
integration with the "Synesthesia Suit" for a whole-body vibrotactile haptic experience. It was presented along with Rez Infinite
at Sundance Film Festival New Frontier 2017. See the website for more exciting details and to catch up on the latest research.
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Really impressive visual display... I'm a big Ott. and was blown away how cool this is... it's really short, but for $2 to show my
old school raver friends what VR can do, totally worth it! Well done!. This is a few minute psychedelic gem. It left me literally
floored.. Interesting.

Wish there was a way to skip forward or a confirmation on buttons though. Pressed a button and it exits. No way to get to where
you were except to wait 3 minutes. The music VR experience is great, but too short for this kind of money. For free it would be
no doubt good experience
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